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Big Trees of Northern New England 

Short hikes, bikes, and paddles to the biggest trees in 

Maine, NH, Vermont, and Northern Massachusetts. 

• Color pictures throughout. 

• Clear maps and directions. 

• Learn how wildlife and people use these trees. 

• Measurements and GPS location included. 

• Descriptions of the trees & the land they are on. 

Author and wooden boat builder Kevin Martin brings you through the 

woods and into some cities in the 4 states to find these impressive living 

parts of our landscape. Some of the trips include old growth pine or 

hemlock forests and a city tour with a horse chestnut in Portsmouth NH that 

was planted by a signer of the Declaration of Independence in 1776. 

Northern NE has several national champion Big Trees and some of those are 

also shown. 

  

“Kevin’s guide offers a fun way to track down some of northern 

New England’s most impressive – and hard to find – big trees.”

 Greg Jordan, County Forester                                                                                           

Chair, NH Tree Farm Committee 

Big Trees inspire an unparalleled sense of awe and wonder. Kevin 

Martin leads us to many of the champions of Northern New 

England so you can enjoy their majesty yourself, in person, or 

vicariously through his descriptions and photographs”.                   

-Sara Lourie PhD, Cambridge Vermont, Conservation 

Commission 

Big Trees of Northern NE directs you on 66 trips to find 166 of 

the largest trees that are on public land or in the cities where 

the public can see them up close. 4th generation NH native 

and outdoorsman Kevin Martin shares stories of big trees 

around the region, along with information about their history, 

management, and caretaking. Kevin lives in Epping, NH. He can 

be reached at kevinmartin16@comcast.net, or 603-679-5153. 
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